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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
One goal of the Transformational Challenge Reactor program is to fully assess the opportunity space for
AM to break the material limitations that restrict development and deployment of nuclear power. This
report presents an initial analysis of the opportunities for use of additive manufacturing to significantly
impact the nuclear fuel fabrication paradigm. The three basic solid fuel types are examined with respect
to their conventional limitations. Identified possibilities for fabrication technologies to overcome these
limitations are outlined. The most promising areas where additive manufacturing can have significant
impact are where conventional nuclear fuel fabrication routes are currently known to limit performance.
For monolithic systems, one area of high priority is fabrication of heterogeneous duplex and
compositionally graded structures. These fuel designs have significant benefit for fuel utilization. A
critical first step in meeting this challenge is successful demonstration of additive manufacturing to
achieve representative density and microstructures for reference fuel materials, such as UO2. The highest
potential for pairing of additive manufacturing methodology with the challenge of nuclear fuel
deployment is in the area of advanced matrices for particle and dispersion fuels free from the constraints
of conventional processing. Additive manufacturing may offer an opportunity to achieve packing
fractions and matrix quality that is superior to those available with conventional methods. Finally, the
use of digital twin data collection possible through in situ build diagnostics may greatly reduce the
uncertainty with respect to the distribution of uranium in these systems. A subsequent FY19 TCR
milestone will examine the suitability of existing commercial systems to address these challenges.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Material advancement and deployment in the nuclear industry has stagnated with respect to both
materials technology and manufacturing methods[1]. With few exceptions, the ubiquitous nuclear fuel
remains uranium dioxide (UO2), clad with a zirconium alloy. The manufacturing methods employed for
fabrication of both fuel and cladding as used in commercial reactors are robust and highly established. In
the case of fuel specifically, one reason that UO2 has retained its position as the fuel of choice for both
electricity generation and a wide range of other applications is its ease of fabrication. Uranium dioxide is
highly amenable to industrial ceramic processing; it is possible to introduce high volume fractions of
binder, readily produce robust green bodies, and sinter to high density using only moderate relative
temperatures and loose atmospheric requirements. Pellets of UO2 can be ground to precise dimensional
tolerances in air. Material that is either wastage created during processing or rejected due to defects can
be easily oxidized to U3O8 and reincorporated for reuse. Monolithic UO2 pellets, appropriately
envisioned as right cylinders ranging between five and ten millimeters in dimension, therefore represent
the simplest possible fuel form. That it remains the fuel of choice for the industry speaks volumes about
not only the demands of the application but also the progress of nuclear fuel materials in recent decades.
The next possible evolution in complexity occurs when fuel is contained in a secondary matrix material,
yielding a composite. This architecture requires UO2 powder if the above example is extended. Similar
attributes translate from the above example of a UO2 pellet to UO2 or U3O8 powders. Both uranium oxide
feedstocks are stable in air at ambient conditions and do not readily suffer degradation due to humidity
during storage. Powders can be produced using a wide range of established chemical routes and sized
using numerous methodologies. These can then be incorporated into dispersion fuels using established
processing routes that have been in use for many decades. Dispersion fuels, typically using metal matrix
materials of either aluminum or zirconium depending upon the reactor application, are fabricated using
essentially the same technologies as deployed at the early stages of the nuclear era.
The most complex evolution of this composite concept that has received wide attention is found in
coated particle fuels. The international nuclear fuel community has long considered the possibilities of
particle fuels such as those of the tri-structural isotropic (TRISO) family. These fuel forms use uraniumcontaining particles that are approximately 0.5 millimeter in size encapsulated by multiple layers of
coatings used to contain radioactive fission products under postulated reactor conditions. While a range
of possible particle fuel architectures have been considered, the most widely envisioned deployment of
this technology is dispersion of TRISO particles in a graphite matrix for gas reactor applications[2].
Coated particle fuels such as TRISO appear to be a significant advancement compared to a simple
monolithic pellet of UO2. However, even this fabrication technology was receiving widespread attention
in the early 1960’s[3]. Researchers of the era had encountered the fundamental limitations that remain
inherent to the fuel concept today: packing fraction attainable without damage and economics of scale
up. The decades since and extensive research have resulted in numerous advances and greatly improved
of the performance of this fuel form, but the fabrication technology itself could have been fielded in a
coated particle fuel laboratory which existed in 1965.
The potential now exists to break this stagnation and prompt advancement in the fabrication of nuclear
fuel forms. Additive manufacturing (AM) is receiving significant interest from nearly all fields of
material science and manufacturing. Early efforts were focused on so-called ‘rapid prototyping’ where
an emphasis was placed on forming of complex shapes from polymers or polymeric precursors; the basic
methods necessary to convert liquid, powder, solid, or gas feeds to solid plastic parts were established
over three decades ago[4]. Recent years have seen continuous improvement and expansion of the
available techniques and developed material systems such that modern methods are no longer
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constrained by low throughputs, small part volumes, and applicability to a small subset of materials[5].
Rapid advancement and commercialization of additive manufacturing are continuing to push the state of
the art forward at a rapid pace.
An opportunity now exists to investigate whether AM can provide solutions to nuclear fuel materials.
One goal of the Transformational Challenge Reactor (TCR) program is to fully assess the opportunity
space for AM to break the material limitations that restrict development and deployment of nuclear
power. The first examples of cladding alloys fabricated using AM have begun to appear in the
literature[6]. Although these studies are necessary to advance the technology specific to the material
systems of relevance to nuclear energy, they do not address the most critical material of a reactor: the
uranium-bearing fuel itself. This report presents an initial analysis of the opportunities for use of AM to
significantly impact the nuclear fuel fabrication paradigm. The three basic solid fuel types are examined
with respect to their conventional limitations. Identified possibilities for fabrication technologies to
overcome these limitations are outlined. While specific AM methods are not assessed at this time with
regard to their applicability or feasibility, future analysis will pair the state of the industry to the
opportunities with the goal of providing direction for further investigation.
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2.

MONOLITHIC FUEL FABRICATION

Monolithic fuels describe solid fuel forms that are inserted into a secondary structure. This structure
performs three major functions: it contains fission products, provides structural form to the fuel thereby
freeing it from mechanical performance requirements, and imparts more uniform heat transfer and
thermal hydraulic performance for transport of fission-induced heating to the working fluid. The
secondary structure is generally tubular cladding, necessitating cylindrical fuel pellets. However, other
possibilities exist (e.g. use of parallelepiped solid fuel plates bonded within rectangular frames as typical
for plate fuels).
Monolithic fuel forms consist of two primary variants: homogeneous and heterogeneous. Homogeneous
fuels consist of uniform chemistry and microstructure that are continuous to approximately the
micrometer length scale. For example, UO2 fuel pellets such as those used in commercial light water
reactors contain grains and porosity, but a ten-micrometer voxel is the same whether taken from any
point within the pellet. Conversely, a heterogeneous pellet does not possess this simplicity. The fuel may
consist of a composite microstructure, contain regions of different chemistry, structure, or isotopic
content. Heterogeneous pellet structures may also contain engineered void spaces within the basic
volume envelope, such as a central annulus included in some reactor fuel designs. The potential impact
of AM within these two families of pellet fabrication differs considerably.
2.1 HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS
The fabrication technologies used for homogeneous monolithic fuels are well established for both UO2
as well as common metallic fuel forms, most notably U-10Zr. Metallic fuels of most compositions are
readily cast into glass ampoules using a variety of means[7], but the more limited deployment of metallic
fuels compared to UO2 has stunted the overall technical readiness of metallic fuel fabrication. The above
statements generally translate to fabrication of transuranic bearing fuel forms. Oxide fuel processing
methods as demonstrated for UO2 can be translated to mixed oxide (i.e. plutonium-containing) forms
within the required radiological constraints, as do casting methods for Pu-bearing metallic fuels.
It is therefore unlikely that AM would provide the potential to impact homogeneous monolithic pellet
fabrication for reference fuel systems. However, not all homogeneous monolithic fuel forms are as
readily fabricated. First, it is possible that AM may be able to provide solutions to the challenge of
fabricating intermetallic uranium compounds. Unlike the gamma-stabilized uranium alloys or UO2,
intermetallic uranium compounds have a very narrow compositional range. Their synthesis is also a
challenge and typically requires specialized techniques. Most importantly, use of conventional
fabrication methods as used for either metal or oxide fuels is difficult. The narrow compositional range
restricts their stability if casting is attempted, and their unique bonding structure requires sintering at
high homologous temperatures. The most prevalent recent example of such as system is investigation of
U3Si2 for so-called accident tolerant fuel efforts. Early fabrication efforts resulted in comparatively high
fractions of secondary U-Si phases as well as UO2 [8], and although subsequent refinements in technique
led to improved purities[9], scale up to quantities necessary for whole core fabrication would require
significant compromises in purity and secondary phases[10]. Additive or advanced manufacturing
methods that could improve upon this drawback of conventional fabricating techniques could enable
deployment of intermetallic uranium compounds used as fuels, particularly if the presence of secondary
impurity phases is found to be detrimental to nuclear fuel service. Examples of candidate monolithic fuel
systems where the above is true include U-Si, U-B, U-Al, and other systems which otherwise contain
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line compounds possessing both high uranium densities and other favorable properties for use as nuclear
fuels (e.g. high melting point, high thermal conductivity).
A second variant of homogeneous monolithic fuels that could benefit from AM technologies are forms
that are challenging to densify using conventional means. The best examples of these fuels are the ‘UX’
fuels, uranium mononitride (UN) and uranium monocarbide (UC). Uranium mononitride possesses a
number of properties that are highly favorable for use as a nuclear fuel. However, processing of UN
powders into dense pellets has been a historical challenge[11]. Recent efforts have improved upon the
results obtained using a conventional cold press and pressureless sintering by use of Spark Plasma
Sintering (SPS)[12]. While SPS does provide researchers a means of producing high density UN for
research purposes in a fraction of the time or difficulty encountered in conventional methods, SPS is not
a strong candidate for industrial scaling. Use of AM methodologies that could convert UN or UC
feedstock to high density pellets of uniform microstructure would therefore be of interest to the
numerous reactors that have proposed use of either fuel form as a solid body.
2.2 HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS
Unlike the relatively few variations in homogeneous fuels outline above, heterogeneous systems have a
significantly greater number of permeations. The most basic consists of the inclusion of a central void.
The use of a central void inherently necessitates removal of fissile material, but this may be justified for
certain applications by the resulting lower fuel temperatures and increased obtainable power
densities[13]. Other rationale for inclusion of a central void include obtaining more uniform in pile
performance through elimination of restructuring as encountered in plutonium-bearing oxide fuels, an
ability to account for swelling without placing undue stress on cladding, or to provide additional volume
for fission gas accumulation. Even more exotic concepts incorporate an inner cladding to allow for
additional cooling.
Methods for fabrication of annular pellets have been developed using practices adapted from the
conventional ceramics field. Cold isostatic pressing (CIP) is relied upon to retain a central annulus of high
tolerance through a multistep process. First, a green annular pellet is pressed using an annular punch and
die. This is followed by insertion of a metal rod through the annulus used to maintain the opening.
Isostatic pressure is then applied to the entire body through use of a pressurized gas and flexible
membrane. Following release of the pressure, the resulting green body is sintered using conventional
methods. This process is outlined in Figure 1.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of cold isostatic pressing methodology and (b) photograph of metal rod
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As with discussion of annular pellet production, the fabrication and assemblage of a pellet concept as
shown in Figure 3 is nontraditional
butTECHNOLOGY
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processing.
A standard pellet
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fabrication process could be used for the inner pellet while a CIP process is suitable for the annular outer
region. Success in a process such as this would require significant process control to minimize
dimensional variation at the mating surfaces; use of AM processes that could fabricate a duplex pellet
without this step may have economic advantages over use of conventional methods. The greatest
opportunity for use of AM methodologies for duplex fuel production would be by enabling the fabrication
of fully encapsulated central ‘core’ regions that are fully surrounded and intimately bonded to the outer
region. This can be envisioned by considering the pellet containing end-caps in Figure 3 if instead of
being constructed from four ceramic parts (two end caps, central UO2 pellet, and annular ThO2 pellet), the
UO2 core was contained inside a complete outer ThO2 ‘shell.’ This would provide not only significant
advantages to ease of fabrication and cost, but also probable fuel performance advantages. The top and
bottom surfaces where the annular pellet meets the end-caps would likely be a source of discontinuous
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fuel performance with respect to fission product behavior and cladding interaction. A similar approach
could be envisioned for plate fuel forms.
The final variant of heterogeneous monolithic fuels that may be transformed through AM is design of
composite microstructures. Composites are an established means of engineering material performance by
use of two or more materials that exhibit performance superior to either constituent if used alone. Many
composite fuel concepts have received historic attention. The most basic composite form, dispersion of
fissile particles in a metallic matrix, is discussed at length in the next section. Major historic efforts have
investigated use of inert matrix options for plutonium and other minor actinide disposition[17, 18]. The
inverse approach has also been taken. Numerous research programs have probed the ability of inert, high
thermal conductivity phases such as BeO[19], SiC[20], Mo[21], and other compounds to improve the
thermal conductivity of UO2. More recent studies have explored ‘fissile composite’ fuels, where two
uranium-containing phases are employed to maximize uranium content[22]. Composites are also under
investigation for metal fuels, where additives to improve fuel-cladding chemical interaction have shown
promise[23].
Finally, use of conventional metallic fuel forms often requires complex, multistep fabrication routes that
are scalable only at significant cost. Figure 4 highlights the complexity of methods as currently used to
fabricate monolithic plate fuels; a hot isostatic press (HIP) is necessary to achieve an intimate bond
between the fuel and surrounding cladding[24]. While this method can be used for test irradiations and in
limited production as needed for research reactors, it is difficult to conceive of such a process being used
to fuel fleet units. Additive manufacturing may therefore be capable of making such fuel concepts
Jue et al.
FABRICATION
commercially viable.
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mixing in a powder form. Spark plasma sintering of UO2-SiC composites is a partial exception, as
sintering of UO2 containing SiC using conventional temperatures and times would result in a catastrophic
reaction[26]. Even in this case, the distribution of the inert secondary phase is random. This is capable of
improving bulk properties, as repeatedly illustrated in the case of unirradiated thermal conductivity of
UO2 enhanced through distribution of high thermal conductivity materials, but use of ‘optimized’
microstructures has yet to be demonstrated for nuclear fuels. Numerous examples exist in the broader
materials world of composite structures that exhibit directional property dependences optimized for the
specific application. Examples that could be considered for nuclear fuels include enhanced radial heat
transport, increased plasticity at pellet periphery, and enhanced corrosion resistance at pellet surfaces. To
date a reliance on conventional processing methods has prevented benefits in these areas; AM may offer
means of realizing these and other advantages.
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3. DISPERSION AND PARTICLE FUEL CONCEPTS

al.
Fig. 15. BSE image and corresponding EDS maps of a deIn parallel with monolithic fuel forms, dispersion
fuels have been in use by the nuclear industry since its
graded region in Particle 223-SP03.
inception. Dispersion fuels attempt to unite the fissile material with a component that is capable of some
structural role. Monolithic fuel forms require the fuel to support its own weight, but otherwise the
cladding material bears this responsibility. The typical method by which dispersion fuels achieve this
goal gives rise to their name: fuel particles are dispersed in a metal matrix. This fuel form is ubiquitous
in low power reactors as these applications greatly relax powder densities compared to other reactor
types but often require the fuel to operate to very high burnup. Aluminum and zirconium are the
conventional matrix materials, but other matrices have been historically explored including stainless
steels and magnesium. The fuel itself is generally an oxide. This is driven primarily by the stability of
uranium oxide powders when processed in air. However, higher density dispersion fuels have received
significant attention when high enrichment fuels are desired to be replaced by low enrichment options.
The most mature example of this approach is U3Si2, which is used to replace U3O8 for this reason[27].

A related fuel concept uses coated particle fuels rather than dispersion of particles. ‘Particles’ differ from
‘dispersions’ in two primary ways. Particle fuels are generally assumed to be coated in the modern era
due to the prevalence of TRISO and related concepts, but dispersion fuels are also successfully coated to
mitigate deleterious interactions with the matrix or to overcome chemical interactions during fuel
operation[28]. The fundamental differences between particle and dispersion fuel comes down to the
typical size of the fuel volume and the variation in fuel volume size and shape imparted by the
production process. The typical size of particle fuel kernels ranges from 0.3-1.0 millimeter or larger.
Production of these kernels employs high tolerances and acceptance windows, producing a very tight
distribution around the desired diameter. Conversely, dispersion fuels are much smaller in size. Either
chemical synthesis routes or mechanical milling yield crystallite sizes in the 0.01-0.1 millimeter range,
an order of magnitude smaller than particle fuels. This also produces a greater variation in size and shape
of the fuel particles. Illustrative general examples of both particle fuel (Figure 5) and dispersion fuel
(Figure 6) highlighting these differences.

e-dimensional X-ray tomography visualization of the coating remnant rea Compact 5-2-3 particle with fractured coatings and degraded SiC.

wer prevalence of IPyC cracking in both compacts, compared
is an important ﬁnding that may impact overall AGR-2 fuel
ce. It was determined during AGR-1 PIE that the primary
iC failure in that test fuel was IPyC fracture induced by buﬀer
which exposed the SiC and allowed ﬁssion products and
predominantly palladium and uranium) to pileup and deFig. 17. Optical micrograph of polished cross sections though 40 Compact 2-2-3 particles
Figureat5.the
Example
packing
fraction typical of TRISO particles distributed in a graphite matrix
SiC layer (Hunn et al., 2016a). One hypothesis
start of of in
a single mount.
advanced
experiment was that a longer argon ﬂuidization
period gas reactor fuel. Compact is slightly over 12 millimeters in diameter[29].

as used for
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Figure 6. Microstructure typical of dispersion fuels. Here U-7Mo is shown dispersed in an 6061 Al matrix[30].

cross sections of the two punchings (a) R1R010A and (b) R1R010B. The bright contrast phases are U-7Mo particles

Both dispersion and particle fuels face the same limitations from a production standpoint. First, the
ultimate challenge of either format is balancing processing variables with ultimate uranium smear
density that can be achieved. Prioritizing uranium density alone drives high particle loading fractions.
However, this increases the chance for individual particles to interact during forming or operation.
Second, uncertainty exists in the specific spatial dependence of uranium loading when incorporated into
and themust
interaction
layer composition
at this
location
was found to
the matrix. Reactor operators
assume conservatisms
with respect to the
maximum
and minimum
approximately
at%
Table 2) with
fuel smear density atbe
different
locations in the 24U-64Al-11.Si–0.3
fuel form. This is illustrated Mg,
in thein
case
of a(see
hypothetical
conversion of the High
Flux
Isotope
Reactor
(HFIR)
to
a
U
3Si2-Al dispersion fuel; uncertainties in fuel
negligible Mo. Due to overlap issues with the Ka X-ray peaks for
concentration of over ten percent must be assumed due to the manufacturing process used[31]. This
Al, andFinally,
Si, this
is just
Since
significantly degradesMg,
performance.
bothcomposition
dispersion and particle
fuelsqualitative.
can be incorporated
intoboth the
matrix geometries in
very
conventional
formats.
Particle
fuels
are
generally
compacted
into
a
cladding and the fuel meat matrix of this fuel plate were
6061
graphite[32] or SiC[33] matrix depending upon the specific reactor application. These matrices are either
Al,asSi
X-ray
maps processing
were generated
at different
along the
cylindrical or spherical
limited
by available
methods. Dispersion
fuels are locations
typically mixed
cladding/fuel
meat interface
to compare
the and
amount
of Si-rich
prewith the matrix material
using powder metallurgy
methods, pressed
into location,
then rolled
into
plate form using processing
routes
that
differ
minimally
from
those
of
five
decades
past[34].
This
causes
cipitate phases present in the cladding vis-à-vis the matrix. Fig. 10
significant limitations in potential deployment formats and contributes to the other drawbacks of these
shows a Si X-ray map that was produced at the fuel meat/cladding
concepts outlined above.

interface in the R1R010B sample. There are clearly more precipi-

Given the parallel challenges that face both dispersion and particle fuels, opportunities for AM to
tatesand
above
the interface
into
cladding.
Si-rich preenhance manufacturability
deployment
are similar. The
firstthe
avenue
presented Most
by AM of
is tothe
advance
cipitates
have been
consumed
in dispersions
the fuelinto
meat
matrix
the technology underpinning
consolidation
of discrete
particles and
a matrix.
This due to
critical step has beenthermal
used for many
decades
in
the
fabrication
of
dispersion
fuels
for
test
and
research
diffusion during fuel fabrication or due to radiation enreactors. However, this process is subject to numerous uncertainties and is not amenable to use for
hanced
diffusion
during
irradiation,
which
resulted
the creation
advanced reactor designs.
Consolidation
of modern
particle
fuels remains
at a lower
stage of in
technical
readiness. This process
has been performed
at thelayers
laboratory
scale during
modern particles.
era, providing
of Si-rich
interaction
around
the the
U-7Mo
particle compacts to support test irradiations. This work, while successful for demonstrating the basic
respectfuel
to the
fissionlimits,
product
X-ray
mapping
viability of the concept With
and establishing
performance
remainsXe,
centered
around
historic showed
thisofelement
was uniformly
in the
fuel particles,
fabrication processes.that
Coupling
AM methodologies
with particle distributed
and dispersion fuel
and concepts
therefore provides anand
intriguing
avenue
to
greatly
enhance
the
capabilities
of
these
systems.
extended into the 6061 Al matrix. Fig. 11 shows X-ray maps

for sample R1R010A where

for Xe, U, Mo, Al, Si, and Mg. Nd, Cs, Ru, and Zr were also mapped
and observed to be uniformly distributed through the U-7Mo particles. To determine how fission gas bubbles are distributed in the
10 images
microstructure of the U-7Mo particles, high magnification
were generated from fracture surfaces. Fig. 12 shows the fission

The second major opportunity for AM to contribute to dispersion and particle fuel technologies comes
not in the manufacturing or fabrication process itself, but the characterization enabled by pairing of
advanced diagnostics with a part build that progresses sequentially. In situ monitoring of builds is a
rapidly expanding field. Optical, ultrasonic, and other diagnostics are being rapidly deployed in
conjunction with AM methodologies to provide both online feedback of the process as well as document
the details of a part as it is fabricated[35]. This is enabling development of methods for creating ‘digital
twins’ that record microstructural and chemical details that can be correlated to stress fields and material
properties[36]. The deployment of such a process for fabrication of dispersion or particle fuels has the
potential to greatly relieve uncertainties in these fuels stemming from limited process knowledge of
uranium smear density and other factors. It would be possible to fabricate fuel compacts for which a
specific and detailed record exists containing the precise location of fissile material, porosity, impurity
phases, and other information.
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4. SUMMARY OF HIGH IMPACT ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING APPROACHES TO
NUCLEAR FUEL FABRICATION
The preceding report presents the most promising avenues by which AM may impact the field of nuclear
fuel manufacturing. The present study makes no attempt to couple these needs with the state of AM
methods. A subsequent FY19 TCR milestone will examine the suitability of existing commercial
systems to address these challenges.
Commonalities across the types of fuels examined here are an interest in ceramic and refractory
materials as well as composite structures. Both of these families of materials have received significantly
less attention that polymer or metal AM. However, advancements in both areas are ongoing. Additive
manufacturing of ceramic materials has advanced significantly of late. Major systems of interest include
three dimensional printing, selective laser sintering, and lithography[37]. Composite multi-materials
have also received recent investment and attention. Metal matrix and functionally graded materials are
also being advanced rapidly[38]. Some of the goals outlined in Section 2.2 above may be possible
through use of these techniques.
The most promising areas where AM can have significant impact are where conventional nuclear fuel
fabrication routes are currently known to limit performance. For monolithic systems, one area of high
priority is fabrication of heterogeneous duplex and compositionally graded structures. These fuel designs
have significant benefit for fuel utilization. A critical first step in meeting this challenge is successful
demonstration of AM to achieve representative density and microstructures for reference fuel materials,
such as UO2. To date, this result has not been reported in the open literature. It is likely that UO2 will
receive the majority of AM attention in the coming years due to the ease of air processing. Other ceramic
fuels mentioned in Section 2.1 (e.g. UC, UN) require processing in inert atmospheres. Metallic fuels
such as U-Zr alloys suffer the same vulnerability if processed from powder forms as required by many
AM methods. This challenge is unlikely to be seriously addressed until gains made possible through AM
are demonstrated for simpler systems such as UO2.
Perhaps the highest potential for pairing of AM methodology with the challenge of nuclear fuel
deployment is in the area of advanced matrices for particle and dispersion fuels free from the constraints
of conventional processing. The technology of particle fuel consolidation has remained minimally
developed. As outlined, a compromise is required between achievable uranium density and fabrication
processes that ensure low failure rates. This is a critical limitation in the technology, as uranium density
and required enrichment govern the feasibility of these concepts when considered for new
applications[39]. Additive manufacturing may offer an opportunity to achieve packing fractions and
matrix quality that is superior to those available with conventional methods. Finally, the use of digital
twin data collection possible through in situ build diagnostics may greatly reduce the uncertainty with
respect to the distribution of uranium in these systems.
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